INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Accumulated WGS data sets from diverse disease consortiums/studies have analyzed structural variants (SVs). Among the diverse location of breakpoints (BPs) of structural variants in the human genome such as gene bodies, intergenic regions, and repeats, the breakpoints of fusion genes (FGs) are located in gene bodies. This broken gene context provided the aberrant functional clues to study disease genesis and there are many fusion genes that have been recognized as biomarkers and therapeutic targets in cancer ([@B1]). Many tumorigenic FGs have retained or lost oncogenic protein-domains or regulatory features ([@B2]). The maintenance or loss of the functional features directly impacts on tumor initiation, progression, and evolution. To date, there are multiple representative functional mechanisms of fusion genes studied as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. If a partner gene, with the active promoter and dimerization functional domains, is fused with a kinase domain, it will constitutively drive the activated expression of the kinase, leading to uncontrolled cell proliferation. For example, *ALK* is not normally transcribed in adult lung, but the *EML4-ALK* fusion gene is transcribed under the control of the *EML4* promoter. The dimerization domain of *EML4* permits unregulated dimerization of the tyrosine kinase domain, constitutively activating downstream pathways ([@B3]). The *BCR-ABL1* fusion gene is formed between *BCR* and the non-receptor tyrosine kinase, *ABL1*. The dimerization function of the coiled-coil domain in *BCR* and lacking auto-inhibitory N-terminal myristoylation in ABL1 and contribute to the constitutive activation of kinase function ([@B4],[@B5]). *TMPRSS2-ERG* fusion gene has over 50% of frequency in the prostate cancer patients. The strong promoter of *TMPRSS2*, which is prostate tissue-specific and androgen-response gene, enhanced the function of proto-oncogene (*ERG*). Similarly, if a transactivation domain of *EWSR1* is fused with a DNA-binding domain of *FLI1*, this fusion protein can recruit transcriptional coregulatory elements, resulting in target gene activation ([@B6]). Through fusion, one protein can also lose its interactions with important cellular regulators (i.e. *MLL* fusion genes) ([@B7]). If the 3′-UTR region of a fusion gene is truncated during fusion, such fusion transcript can avoid the regulation by its targeting miRNAs (i.e., *FGFR3-TACC3*) ([@B8]). Other FG mechanisms include the loss of function of tumor suppressors and DNA damage repairs through the deletion or frameshift open reading frame (ORF) of fusion transcripts ([@B9],[@B10]). Recently, several studies were done for identifying downstream effectors of FGs (i.e. *NUP214-ABL1*, *RUNX1-ETO* and *SS18-SSX*) ([@B11]). *SS18*, which encodes the BAF complex subunit, fused with *SSX* and affected the chromatin accessibility ([@B14]). As here, there are multiple types of mechanisms of fusion genes in human diseases. Therefore, deep functional annotation of fusion genes is an urgent need for identifying novel driver fusion genes, understanding their roles in disease development, and developing new therapeutic strategies against diseases.

![Diverse tumorigenic mechanisms of FGs in cancer. (**A**) Signal transduction with control. The *BCR* with active promoter and dimerization domain is fused with a kinase domain of *ABL1* and it leads to uncontrolled cell proliferation. (**B**) Target gene activation. If a transactivation domain of *EWSR1* or tissue-specific androgen-responsive *TMPRSS2* fused with a DNA-binding domain of *FLI1* or *ERG*, it results in target gene activation. (**C**) Lost protein-protein interaction. MLL fusion proteins lose their interactions with important cellular. (**D**) Avoid of miRNA regulation. The 3′-UTR region of *FGFR3* is truncated due to fusion gene, which can avoid the miRNA regulation. (**E**) Up-regulation of downstream effectors. Inhibition of *STAT5*, the downstream factor of *NUP214-ABL1* led to leukemia cell death. (**F**) Gain/loss of cellular regulatory subunit. Due to *SS18-SSX* fusion gene in the BAF complex subunit, it affected the chromatin accessibility.](gkaa364fig1){#F1}

Predicting the functional classes of fusion genes is still a challenge. This is partly due to the dearth of experimental data and biased studies on several driver fusion genes. Current approaches to fusion gene annotation have mainly focused on ORF investigation of fusion transcript sequence and pointing the location of major protein domain in the fusion protein sequence (i.e. FusionHub, Pegasus) ([@B15],[@B16]). Oncofuse introduced the gene expression level, length of 3′-UTR and the number of protein-protein interaction (PPIs), and GO terms on fusion partners ([@B17]). However, these approaches are not sufficiently capable of capturing the aberrant function of non-linear transcripts. Well-organized and arranged protein functional features, such as the protein annotation features of UniProt, are needed for the successful annotations ([@B18]). Furthermore, in order to better assist fusion gene studies, a unique visualization tool is an urgent need based on two different gene bodies. Current FG visualization tools, like INTEGRATE-Vis ([@B19]) and AGFusion ([@B20]), only provide the loci information of main protein domains in the fusion protein sequence. iFUSE shows the structures of genes involving in the structural variants vertically and provides FG sequences ([@B21]). The chimeraviz provides a visualization of the RNA-seq read depth with isoform structures ([@B22]). However, these visualizations are not helpful to give an intuitive understanding of the fusion gene structure on genomic-, transcriptomic-, protein- and pathogenic-levels. To do this, it needs a unique visualization tool or browser from the non-collinear genomic context between two different genes. However, there are no specialized tools with effective visualization of the functional features of human fusion genes for better prioritization and therapeutic target selection so far.

In this study, we developed FGviewer, a tool for visualizing functional features of human fusion genes, available at <https://ccsmweb.uth.edu/FGviewer>. FGviewer gets the input of fusion gene symbols, breakpoint information, or structural variants of the VCF (v4.3) file from WGS data. For any combination of gene pairs/breakpoints to be involved in gene fusion, the users can search the functional aspect of fusion genes at the three bio-molecular levels (DNA-, mRNA-, and protein-levels) and one clinical level. According to the breakpoint line defined/dragged by the user, FGviewer provides the automatically transcribed and translated breakpoint loci information with ORF annotation, retention status of functional/regulatory feature information, and fusion transcript/amino acid sequences. All of this information with the whole feature alignment image across four levels are downloadable. FGviewer will be useful for a better understanding of disease genesis, progression, and identification of drug-targetable features of fusion genes. We believe FGviewer will be a unique online tool in disease research communities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Human gene and transcript structures, and protein sequences {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Since we have focused on the functional fusion genes, we have downloaded sequences of 18 963 protein accessions of reviewed from UniProt. For the transcript level, we have downloaded transcript and gene structures corresponding to these protein accessions from GENCODE (v19 of GRCh37 and v28 of GRCh38) ([@B23]).

Protein sequence annotation features and making the same coordinate map across four different levels {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We downloaded the protein functional feature information in general feature format (GFF) of 18 963 accessions of UniProt corresponding to 18 963 genes ([@B18]). UniProt provides the locus information of 39 protein features, including six molecule processing features, 13 region features, four site features, six amino acid modification features, two natural variation features, five experimental info features, and three secondary structure features. Based on the canonical protein sequence, we have all of these feature loci information. To have the same width among genomic-, transcript- and protein-levels, we calculated the individual coordinates following the central dogma. The coordinates of transcript start (txt-start) and end (txt-end) in DNA-level correspond to the start and end of the mRNA-level. To have consistent coordinates between DNA- and mRNA-level, we excluded the intron sequences at DNA-level. For the minus strand genes, we show the genomic coordinates reversely, then DNA-level annotation can keep its direction from left to right as all other annotation levels. In this way, FGviewer provides the truncated part, which is the non-retained zone in the fusion gene with gray shade, always in the middle of two gene structures. The coordinates of coding start (CDS-start) and end (CDS-end) in mRNA-level correspond the start and end of protein-level. Here, we multiplied three to each amino acid length so that all three different level\'s coordinates can be movable simultaneously with the same width at the browser. To map the individual protein functional features in this same coordinate map, we also multiplied three to the start and end positions of individual protein features. The loci of ClinVar variants on the canonical amino acid sequence also were multiplied three.

Transcription factors targeting individual human gene {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------

TF-target relationship information was downloaded from TRRUST (version 2) ([@B24]), which is a manually curated database of human transcriptional regulatory networks. From TRRUST, we obtained 8427 pairs between 795 TFs and 2492 target genes.

miRNA targeting individual human gene {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------------------

We downloaded the conserved human miRNA--target gene interaction information from TargetScan (release 7.2) ([@B25]). For more reliable interactions, we have filtered out the miRNA−target pairs when the context++ score and percent identity were bigger than −0.4 and \<97%, respectively.

Pathogenic variant and disease information {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------------------

The pathogenic variant of individual human genes was extracted from the public archive of interpretations of clinically relevant variants (ClinVar, December 2018) ([@B26]). Disease−gene information was extracted from DisGeNet (December 2018, version 5.0) ([@B27]), a database of gene-disease.

ORF annotation of fusion sequence and translation into the amino acid sequence {#SEC2-6}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For each fusion gene BP pair, based on both GENCODE v19 (GRCh37) and v28 (GRCh38), we examined ORF of major isoform transcript sequences, which encodes the canonical protein amino acid sequence. When both BPs of two genes are located inside of the coding region (CDS) and the number of the nucleotides of CDS in fusion transcript is a multiple of three, then we reported such fusion gene transcript as 'in-frame'. When one or two nucleotide insertions are present, we reported such transcripts as 'frame-shift'. We translated the fusion transcript sequence to the fusion amino acid sequence using the dictionary of three nucleotides and amino acid codon pairs.

Web server architecture {#SEC2-7}
-----------------------

The FGviewer system is designed based on a three-tier architecture: client, server, and database. It includes a user-friendly web interface, Python\'s Tornado web server (Tornado 5.1.1 with Python3.6), and MySQL database. This database was developed on MySQL 3.23 with the MyISAM storage engine.

OVERVIEW OF WEBSERVER {#SEC3}
=====================

FGviewer aims to show the functional impacts of breakage of two genes across four interpretable levels according to the individual breakpoint loci defined by the users. The same breakpoint line across four tiers classifies between fusion gene involved (retained region) and non-involved zones (truncated region) with multiple types of functional features. Those features include swapped gene expression regulatory (i.e. transcription factor or miRNA binding sites), protein functional features (i.e. protein domains, protein-protein interactions, binding sites of all molecules, secondary structure level feature etc.), clinically relevant variants, fusion mRNA and amino acid sequences, and ORF assignment based on the user\'s breakpoint coordinates.

WEB INTERFACE AND ANALYSIS RESULTS {#SEC4}
==================================

Search & browse fusion genes {#SEC4-1}
----------------------------

FGviewer provides multiple fusion gene searching ways, such as inputting gene symbols or genomic BP coordinates and uploading multiple cases with a file. The users can also search fusion genes from the structural variants (SVs) with the VCF file from the analysis of WGS data. FGviewer annotates diverse types of SVs including deletion (DEL), insertion (INS), duplication (DUP), inversion (INV), copy number variation (CNV) and break ends (BND), and identifies fusion genes located in those breakpoints of structural variants according to VCF v4.3. Using this function, we analyzed dbVar data (a version of 1 November 2019) ([@B28]), which is the NCBI's database of human genomic structural variation, and identified 40K fusion genes from 6 million of structural variant regions in 116 studies out of all 180 studies (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). On the page of FGviewer, users can click their interested genomic studies gathered in dbVar and directly can go to the FGviewer analysis page for individual fusion genes among 40K fusion genes from 6 million of structural variants ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, we found 1037 fusion genes from the structural variants detected from the Genome Aggregation Database (genomAD v2.1) of 15K population WGS data. Furthermore, one study (dbVar study ID: nstd33) in dbVar previously identified a recurrent 15q24 microdeletion from multiple individuals with mental retardation ([@B29]). From the SVs in 15q24, detected in this study, we found one novel fusion gene, *CELF6-TMEM266*. *CELF6*, CUGBP Elav-like family member 6, encodes CELF RNA binding proteins, which play roles in early embryonic development, heart, and skeletal muscle functions ([@B30]). From the analysis result of FGviewer on this fusion gene, we found that the binding site of miR-133a-3p.1 was lost in the 3′-UTR of *CELF6* ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). miR-133a-3p.1 is known as a motor neuron regulator enriched in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis ([@B31]) and differentially expressed in major depressive disorder ([@B32]). In this way, users can use FGviewer to predict the functional aspect of novel FGs and can identify driver FGs in human diseases.

###### 

The number of identified FGs from SV regions of 116 studies in dbVar. It is sorted by the number of identified FGs of each study

  Study ID   \# variant regions   \# FGs   Study ID   \# variant regions   \# FGs   Study ID   \# variant regions   \# FGs
  ---------- -------------------- -------- ---------- -------------------- -------- ---------- -------------------- --------
  nstd151    49 339               6140     nstd4      2949                 92       nstd14     368                  9
  nstd102    60 993               6076     nstd79     64                   92       nstd149    36                   8
  nstd100    70 319               3717     estd229    16 676               90       nstd99     11 116               8
  nstd37     20 391               3097     estd20     20 206               85       nstd141    123                  7
  nstd54     81 345               2392     nstd158    1621                 85       nstd51     229                  6
  nstd71     45 084               2313     estd24     1773                 80       nstd91     148                  6
  nstd113    9010                 1645     nstd53     900                  77       estd22     780 358              5
  nstd68     5132                 1103     estd218    5513                 76       estd228    12                   5
  nstd130    39 657               1043     nstd111    2233                 76       nstd161    4                    5
  nstd166    373 378              1037     nstd157    1907                 66       nstd46     1183                 5
  nstd122    94 923               798      nstd29     388                  66       estd215    28 083               4
  nstd101    3105                 783      nstd75     927                  66       estd232    8                    4
  nstd132    6173                 725      nstd145    8237                 57       nstd17     935                  4
  nstd173    23 548               583      nstd41     255                  53       nstd31     226                  4
  nstd86     1030                 528      nstd73     9109                 51       nstd43     1318                 4
  nstd174    38 176               455      nstd97     2558                 50       nstd49     4197                 4
  estd214    61 678               389      nstd67     7950                 44       nstd65     1299                 4
  nstd21     13 566               382      nstd112    15 012               36       nstd143    18                   3
  estd1      3340                 370      nstd156    963                  34       nstd162    99 810               3
  estd55     6862                 366      estd206    513                  31       nstd177    22                   3
  nstd85     1416                 358      estd211    100                  31       nstd36     395                  3
  nstd27     13 843               357      estd221    699                  30       nstd47     1167                 3
  estd219    68 825               345      estd231    7063                 30       nstd153    8                    2
  nstd106    39 678               337      estd49     225                  30       nstd172    4659                 2
  estd59     228 871              323      nstd45     364                  30       nstd28     6                    2
  estd224    3576                 245      nstd82     28 214               30       nstd50     2637                 2
  nstd84     10 376               245      estd208    81                   27       nstd58     7                    2
  estd203    4192                 244      nstd32     119                  24       nstd83     25                   2
  nstd8      791                  209      nstd64     1383                 23       estd210    4                    1
  nstd107    8440                 204      estd225    1249                 22       estd236    7                    1
  nstd12     2290                 183      estd216    879                  20       estd3      2682                 1
  estd212    16 575               164      estd213    497                  17       nstd1      297                  1
  nstd30     1428                 161      nstd152    103 985              14       nstd103    130                  1
  estd220    3620                 146      nstd168    16 424               14       nstd125    34                   1
  nstd80     1512                 144      nstd2      7458                 14       nstd164    10                   1
  nstd40     689                  129      nstd16     1290                 12       nstd20     539                  1
  nstd133    246                  123      nstd22     1319                 11       nstd33     4                    1
  estd233    1026                 116      nstd66     81                   10       nstd42     1                    1
  estd201    36 558               105      nstd92     245                  10                                       

FGviewer analysis result {#SEC4-2}
------------------------

For a fusion gene searching, FGviewer displays four levels of annotations including DNA-, mRNA-, protein- and pathogenic-levels. The DNA-level annotation provides the genomic coordinates of breakpoints and the transcription factors known as binding to the promoter region of individual partner genes. Users can infer the effect when the 3′-partner gene lost the promoter region that has the TF binding sites, due to the formation of the fusion gene. mRNA-level annotation provides the transcript sequence-based breakpoint coordinates, fusion transcript sequence, ORF assignment to fusion transcript, and potential miRNAs predicted as binding at the 3′-UTR of individual partner genes. From this, users can infer the effect when the 5′-partner gene lost the 3′-UTR region that has the miRNA binding sites, due to the creation of a fusion gene. Protein-level annotation provides the amino-acid sequence-based breakpoint coordinates, fusion amino-acid sequence and 39-protein functional features across two gene bodies. From the gray color-shaded background presenting the non-fusion gene involved zone, users can recognize which protein functional features were lost or retained. Pathogenic-level annotation provides the variants, which is important in the clinical aspect, and the disease information, which is associated with individual partner genes. By integrating information from these four types of annotations, users can learn and understand about the potential roles of FGs in their diseases.

FGviewer provides a user-friendly interface and several unique browse utilities for FG functional annotation study. The main features of the FGviewer are summarized here. (i) Users can search fusion genes by gene symbols, genomic coordinates, or batch searching by input file of multiple gene symbols or genomic breakpoints for both of GRCh37 and GRCh38 human genomes. Users also can search fusion genes by inputting the structural variants of the VCF file from WGS data. (ii) Users can drag the breakpoint lines and these lines move simultaneously on the four different levels including DNA-, RNA-, protein- and pathogenic-levels. Accordingly, users can get the automatically transcribed and translated breakpoint loci information with ORF annotation and fusion sequences of transcript and amino-acid. (iii) To help users with more information, FGviewer provides the known human genomic BP information gathered from our previous studies ([@B1],[@B2]). (iv) According to the user-defined breakpoint loci, the user can separate the functional features between retained and not-retained. (v) In the mRNA- and protein-levels, users can have the broken sequence of transcript and amino acids for both of FG partner genes based on the user-defined breakpoints. (vi) For individual functional features across four levels, users can see the detailed information by clicking it. (vii) Users can save the whole feature information with the retention/non-retention information according to the user-defined breakpoints and the whole feature alignment status across four levels into image or PDF file.

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the example result of FGviewer using *TMPRSS2-ERG* as the input query. *TMPRSS2* is a prostate-specific, androgen-responsive, transmembrane serine protease. *ERG* is the oncogenic transcription factor containing a highly conserved Ets DNA binding region and an N-terminal regulatory domain. The Ets domain serves as a DNA binding recognition site, as well as a protein--protein interaction site commonly used for interactions with other transcription factors. Therefore, the fusion between these genes enhances the production of the *ERG* transcription factor under the control of the androgen-sensitive promoter elements of *TMPRSS2*. Then, this enhanced *ERG* can induce their target gene expression ([@B33]). FGviewer provided these functional contexts as shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The androgen receptor (*AR*) transcription factor binds to the promoter of TMPRSS2 and this binding is retained in the fusion gene since it is joined as the 5′-partner gene. In the fusion gene, *ERG* retained pointed (PNT) and Ets DNA-binding domains. Conserved PNT/SAM domain and an ETS domain are the common features of members of ETS related proteins. These domains play key roles in regulating downstream target genes that are crucial for several biological processes such as cellular proliferation, differentiation, development, transformation, and apoptosis ([@B34]). In the pathogenic-level of FGviewer, there was no ClinVar mutation in *TMPRSS2* and *ERG*. However, the disease annotation shows the tissue-specificity of *TMPRSS2* compared to *ERG*. This might be related to many ETS fusion genes in many cancers including leukemia and bone cancers. [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the example result of FGviewer using *EWSR1-FLI1* as the input query. About 95% of patients of the Ewing tumors, the second most frequent bone tumors in teenagers and young adults ([@B35]), have this FG. The chimeric protein consists of the transcription activation domain of EWSR1 and the DNA-binding domain of the transcription factor FLI1. The prion-like domains (PrLDs), which possess an unusual amino-acid composition enriched in glycine and uncharged polar amino acids, including glutamine, asparagine, tyrosine and serine, are found in human RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) ([@B36]). Aberrant regulation of RBP expression or activity can contribute to disease onset and progression ([@B37]). In Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we can see the retention of the EWS activation domain (EAD, Gln/Pro/Thr-rich) and 31 X approximate tandem repeats in the 5′-partner gene (*EWSR1*). The 3′-partner gene (*FLI1*) retained the ETS domain (PROSITE ID: PRU00237). In summary, from the result of FGviewer, *EWSR1-FLI1* is anticipated to contribute to the aberrant regulation of target genes. Similarly, users can apply FGviewer to predict the functional features of interested FGs.

![Overview of the FGviewer result page of the *TMPRSS2-ERG* query search. FGviewer is composed of four levels including DNA-, mRNA-, protein- and pathogenic-levels. Details on individual functions are described with shaded text.](gkaa364fig2){#F2}

DISCUSSION {#SEC5}
==========

FGviewer is the first web server that visualizes the functional features across multi-levels in non-collinear gene structures. FGviewer provides a unique and efficient visualization tool for the functional annotation of FGs. To serve broad biomedical research communities, we will continuously update the user interface and gene annotation information such as more reliable TF and miRNA information. FGviewer can handle the diverse breakpoints of fusion genes. However, the current version of FGviewer does not cover the multiple gene isoform structures. The different gene isoforms affect the retention of functional/regulatory features covering different transcription factor binding sites, miRNA binding sites and functional domain or features due to the different exon composition. In the near future, we hope we can find an efficient way to visualize the alternative splicing isoforms in FGviewer. If possible, providing some general scores to show the promoter activity relating bound TFs, it would be helpful to infer the expressional activity of fusion genes. For the functional feature categorization, we arranged multiple potentially important functional features of known fusion genes in FusionGDB (<https://ccsm.uth.edu/FusionGDB>). With the help of FGviewer and FusionGDB, we hope users can identify abnormal functional features in the novel or known fusion gene structures for their study. Furthermore, even not for fusion genes, but for any single coding genes, users can see the landscape of the functional/regulatory features at a glance. FGviewer will be a useful web tool for many investigators in pathology, cancer genomics and precision medicine, drug, and therapeutic research, among others.
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Click here for additional data file.
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